SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

Lebanon may witness a remarkable rise in the number of women serving in Parliament come May 2018 due to initiatives from women’s groups, “civil society” activists, and the substantial number of female candidates – 113 at the start of the election period. However, as this briefing paper shows, Lebanese women continue to face numerous challenges in entering government. The new electoral law passed in June 2017 does not provide women with equal opportunity to be elected, and it is yet to be seen whether it will increase female representation in Parliament. Nevertheless, the historic number of female candidates running in this election demonstrates that women are more determined than ever to increase their presence in Lebanese politics.
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Women in politics in Lebanon: Navigating the “patriarchal bargain”

Lebanese women have achieved significant progress in the educational and economic spheres, but have been far less successful in the political realm. For most women who have entered political office, their accession can be attributed to a lack of male heirs to fill the seat of a deceased male relative. The primary factors contributing to the dearth of female participation in Lebanese politics derive from the structure of the society in relation to gender. This structure includes the patriarchal zu’ama system, the patrilineal kinship basis of the society, the sectarian system of government, the power of religious institutions, and the legacy of French colonialism.

Lebanon will elect a new Parliament on 6 May 2018, nearly a decade after its last Parliamentary elections. The new electoral law passed in June 2017 introduced a “proportional” voting system and redrew electoral districts. As of mid-March 2018, 113 women were registered to run for Parliament, a stunning increase from the 2009 elections, where 12 women ran and four were elected. These 113 women have various affiliations and are largely non-traditional in profile. The majority do not come from political dynasties and 103 of them are running independently or as “civil society” candidates.

This context prompts the following questions:

- Will this election put Lebanon on the road to greater female representation in Parliament, or will former warlords and men from political dynasties continue to dominate the government?
- Will elected women come from traditional political parties and families, or will new faces emerge?
- Does the new law provide a space for women, particularly those unaffiliated with mainstream politics, or does it merely reinforce the status quo?
- Finally, have new “civil society” coalitions challenged dominant confessional and gender dynamics?

This policy brief argues that while the historic number of female candidates seems promising in expanding Lebanese women’s political participation, this phenomenon is primarily a result of initiatives by individual women, women’s groups, and other “civil society” initiatives, rather than institutional encouragement or structural changes within the government. Furthermore, while it is difficult to predict whether or not the new electoral law will lead to an increase in female representation in Parliament, it is clear from the outset that the new law does not provide women with equal opportunity to be elected. There is already a glaring mismatch in place between equality of opportunity and equality of result. Additionally, mainstream political parties have not aided women in this matter. This has led most female candidates to align themselves with new “civil society” groups attempting to challenge the confessional and gendered status quo by creating coalitions opposing establishment sectarian parties, and by nominating women to their ranks.

The New Electoral Law: Quotas for sects - but not for women

The new electoral law includes changes to electoral districts and two distinctly new aspects: “proportional” representation and the choice of a “preferred” candidate. Citizens do not elect candidates as individuals, but have to cast their vote for a list of candidates in their district, and then cast one preferential vote for a candidate from the list they have chosen. The number of seats a list can win depends on the electoral quotient and the number of votes a list obtains. The total amount of votes won by a list is divided by the electoral quotient which will determine the specific number of seats a list will be awarded. Following this, candidates in a district will be chosen according to the most preferential votes received. Once a confession’s seat(s) or the number of seats won by a list are exhausted, the remaining candidates from that sect
or list are ineligible. Thus, a candidate who receives a higher number of preferential votes can lose to a candidate who accumulates less votes, simply due to the seat allocation per sect. Hardly any aspect of this new law results in equitable competition among candidates.

Moreover, the law rearranges Lebanon into 15 electoral constituencies made up of 27 qadaa, or sub-districts.\textsuperscript{15} This gerrymandering divides sects into separate districts, rather than creating districts with mixed constituencies,\textsuperscript{16} which will keep smaller districts with stronger sectarian affinities and clientelist systems intact and more powerful. This would appear to harm independent candidates, as voters may be more likely to cast their preferential vote for a member of their own sect or party.\textsuperscript{17} This assumption is based on the history of entrenched primordial loyalties in the country and it seems logical that new candidates without a loyal base will struggle to acquire as many votes. Since the majority of the 113 female candidates are running independently and do not have an established political base, it is unlikely that they will be able to win a large number of seats in this new voting system, even though women are running in all 15 districts.

Candidates were required to form electoral lists by late March 2018 to remain eligible. A total of 976 candidates were originally registered, and 113 of them were women.\textsuperscript{18} Due to the conditions of the new electoral law, candidates who were unable to join lists were disqualified. At the time of writing, 597 candidates remain after the withdrawal deadline with 379 people – 27 women and 352 men – having dropped out (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{19}
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\textsuperscript{15} Figures and data from http://www.elections.gov.lb
Before a single vote has been cast, the law has already denied the opportunity to almost 1/4 of women who had presented their candidacy. As such, the new law does not facilitate access to Parliament, particularly for female candidates, as it has already eliminated many women who could not join lists. There are 511 men and 86 women still running, with 41% of men and 24% of women withdrawing.

Despite 24% percent of women withdrawing, a slight majority of the registered lists have female candidates. Out of 77 lists, there are 48 lists (62.3%) with at least one woman, and 28 lists (36.4%) with no women (Figure 2). Only one list – Nisā’ Akkar – is entirely composed of women.20 Nisā’ Akkar is the only list that is radically challenging traditional gender dynamics on the Lebanese political scene, not only by excluding men from their list but also by aiming for women to fill half of parliamentary seats.21

Had a gender quota been adopted, it might have encouraged female-only lists to be formed, and have guaranteed equality of opportunity for women. Lebanon uses religious quotas for sects in Parliament, but has not instituted gender quotas for this election, despite active campaigning by women’s groups.22 The Kataeb party introduced a bill to Parliament that proposed a 1/3 gender quota for parliamentary seats, but this bill was not adopted.23 One of the most vocal opponents of the bill was Hezbollah, who explicitly articulated opposition to having women in decision-making positions.24 Regardless of official positions on quotas, all mainstream political parties failed to nominate significant numbers of female candidates for the 2018 elections. An example showcasing this dissonance was when Lara Saade, Head of Public Policy and Legislation for the Kataeb party, wanted to run for the 2018 election and expected a nomination. When the...
Women in traditional parties: Politics of dissonance

In July 2012, male and female representatives from Lebanese political parties participated in workshops run by the Unit of Women’s Affairs under the Ministry of Social Affairs to expand women’s presence in the government. Despite this, political parties have only increased their number of female candidates by a small margin (Figure 3). In Lebanon’s 2018 elections, four of the Future Movement’s 37 candidates are women; The Free Patriotic Movement is putting forward two women from 46 candidates; The Kataeb nominated two women out of 17 candidates; Amal has one woman from a total of 16 candidates, and neither the Progressive Socialist Party nor Hezbollah have female candidates among 10 and 13 candidates respectively. Only 9% of female candidates in this election have been nominated by establishment political parties. This confirms that a gender quota is a more realistic way to increase the number of women in Parliament and compel political parties to nominate more women. However, sceptics of gender quotas, such as Neamat Badreddine, who is running for a Shia seat in Beirut II, posit that establishment party leaders would simply “insert female family and friends” if forced to adhere to a quota.

An unexpected, major finding of this paper is that women do play prominent decision-making roles in some of the establishment political parties. However, political parties seem uninterested in nominating women to Parliament in particular. For instance, seven women are employed in the politburo of Future Movement, while the Secretaries General of both the Free Patriotic Movement and the Lebanese Forces are women. Most of the mainstream political parties have women’s committees, pointing to the seeming openness of these groups in incorporating women, though it is unclear what precise role they expect women to play.

From family and financial challenges...

Further constraints on women’s participation in politics are family pressure and financial considerations. Surprisingly, 14 out of the 15 female candidates interviewed, declared that their families were extremely supportive of their political aspirations. This indicates that family support is important in women’s decision to run for public office. Financial challenges are a further complicating factor. Out of 15 candidates, 13 were struggling to finance their campaigns. Ali Sleem, from the Lebanese Association for Democratic Elections (LADE), stated: “It’s harder for women in the preferential vote because of the high expenditure ceiling. Each candidate has the option and right to have expenses up to USD 200,000, which is an amount of money generally only accessible to members of established parties or those who are independently wealthy. Each candidate’s ceiling is very high.” Financial factors marginalise women, newcomers, and people who are not extremely wealthy, and bolster the current system by reinforcing the positions of existing leaders with sizable economic capital.

...To challenging the overall patriarchal structures

Women’s political empowerment and personal status laws are inextricably linked. Indeed, many female candidates appear eager to change personal status laws in the hands of the clergy and that dictate women’s rights in marriage, divorce, child custody, and inheritance. Nayla Geagea, who was running in Beirut II for a Shia seat but withdrew her candidacy, underscored the unjust nature of personal status...
laws by pointing out that they allow “some Muslim women to be divorced over WhatsApp, while some
Christian women remain trapped in abusive or unhappy marriages.” Candidate Zoya Rouhana, running in
Chouf-Aley for a Greek Orthodox seat, explained that her main objectives were to pass a comprehensive
law dealing with all forms of violence that women face, in addition to a mandatory civil law for personal
status that would eliminate the control of confessional courts over women’s private lives. Rouhana believes
that “the mentality and culture of the Lebanese cannot be changed. Reforming the laws is a much simpler
solution than changing the patriarchal culture.” As Rouhana mentioned, patriarchal culture is a major
obstacle hindering women from being active in public politics, and is embedded within all social structures
in Lebanon.

**Figure 3: Female candidates nominated by Lebanon’s major parties in 2018**

Advancing women’s political participation in Lebanon

Basic reforms in the next electoral law

The most crucial electoral reform that should be undertaken is the passing of a new electoral law before the next election that will allow candidates to run as individuals without having to join a list. The list system has clearly restricted women in this election, as 24% of female candidates were unable to join one.

Moreover, the Lebanese government should waive the USD 5,000 registration fee for candidates in order to incentivise both women and men from non-elite backgrounds to run for public office, and to create more equal opportunities among candidates, regardless of their gender.

Traditional parties need to take immediate steps to encourage women’s formal and effective participation to politics

Traditional parties need to be more open to women – notably by the adoption of a gender quota. A major finding in this paper is that the majority of female candidates are unrelated to mainstream parties and have joined new coalitions instead; hence, women’s participation needs to be expanded within traditional political parties. An expedient step that can be taken before the next election is to require either a 30% or 50% gender quota for both political party candidates and parliamentary seats. This law would encourage more women to run, knowing that they are guaranteed seats, while simultaneously forcing political parties to nominate female candidates. Furthermore, a gender quota will normalise the image of women in politics and dissolve the popular stereotype that politics is a male domain.

Economic and labour reforms: unlocking women’s full political potential

Economic reforms are equally urgent. Providing more employment opportunities for women and increasing their presence from merely 25% of Lebanon’s labour force will be a major gain for women’s autonomy and economic independence. Women considering running for Parliament who are concerned about finances should utilise social media to subvert the expensive cost of promoting oneself on television, as well as to organise and promote campaigns, workshops, and events.

The power of collaboration: united alternative campaigns

Campaigns and coalitions emerging from “civil society” organisations should collaborate with other actors who share the same values and objectives, and then campaign effectively. “Civil society” groups have lacked collaboration in this election, and their presence is not as strong as that of female candidates. Women are running in all 15 districts, but “civil society” groups are only running in only nine districts. Although this is slightly more than half of the districts, more serious collaboration could have resulted in a civil society presence in all 15 districts. This would further challenge traditional sectarian parties. As articulated by candidate Joumana Haddad, running for the Minorities seat in Beirut “civil society needs to present a united front because they’re the minority challenging a very traditional system.” A strong coalition of non-traditional political actors would increase chances to challenge political feudalism and the patron-client system in order to improve political rotation in Lebanese polity.

Legal reforms towards full equality and citizenship

Lebanese women face myriad obstacles in cultivating a significant presence in the political sphere. There is no single factor that can explain the shortage of women in public politics and therefore no single solution. Women are greatly disadvantaged in all realms of the Lebanese legal system and “the regulation of sexual
difference is not limited to the arena of personal status, but rather is the constitutive knot at the centre of civil, criminal, and procedural law in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{42}

To encourage more Lebanese women into Parliament, they must first become full and equal citizens. All Lebanese, regardless of sect or gender, should enjoy the same rights under civil laws. This will render women equal citizens to men, which would result in an increased presence in the economic and political sector. Lebanese women cannot be expected to fully participate in society when they are unequal with men, as well as amongst each other. This would entail reforming the following social and legal obstructions that subjugate women: personal status laws, the nationality law, criminal laws that deal with gender-based violence, and electoral laws.

Ending the Lebanese confessional system’s control over citizens’ lives is by far the most urgent issue in regards to women, and the most difficult, as this is the very configuration of the Lebanese social and political order. Substantial reforms in the patriarchal laws that manage women’s affairs in marriage, divorce, inheritance, and child custody could also considerably improve women’s conditions. Lebanese politicians have proven time and again that they do not prioritise women’s rights. Preventing women from gaining more rights placates religious elites, who hold significant jurisdiction over women’s personal status and social mobility. Based on analysis of the 2018 electoral campaign, it appears that the most effective way to achieve this is to actively lobby personal status courts and politicians via popular campaigns from local women’s rights groups. Advocacy is a powerful weapon in this case as it mobilises women, pressures the government, and exposes politicians and political parties who vote against women’s rights. It is also recommended that the government addresses gender-based violence through criminalising sexual harassment and marital rape.

Another urgent legal reform is for all Lebanese women to be able to pass on their citizenship to their children. The current law discriminates against women by depriving them of this right. If a child can only become Lebanese through a father, then citizenship is inherently male. For women to become full citizens, it is imperative that they are given this right. Women’s groups should continue to politicise the issue until this unjust law is modified appropriately.

Lastly, women’s political participation cannot be considered separately from legal, economic, and social reform. The interdependence of numerous patriarchal and patrilineal legal, political, economic, and social systems in Lebanon make it extremely challenging for women to redefine or defy these structures. Structural change would result in gender equality, but women should not simply wait for this to transpire. Until it does, women should continue to navigate the “patriarchal bargain.”\textsuperscript{43}
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